Introduction
The linear complexity [S, p. 321 (or linear equivalence [l, p.1991) of a sequence is the length of the shortest linear shift register (LFSR) by which the given *On leave from Graduate School, Academia Sinica, 100039-08, Beijing, China, with this work supported by SERC grant GR/F 72727.
sequence could be generated. Since there exists an efficient algorithm for finding the shortest LFSR which generates a given sequence (the BerlekampMassey LFSR synthesis algorithm [ 5 ] ) , the linear complexity is particularly important as a measure of the unpredictability of sequences. The statistical properties of the linear complexity of a periodically repeated random bit string are of considerable practical interest [6, pp. 33-52] [i', 81, since deterministically generated key streams in cipher systems must be ultimately periodic.
Given T , let tT = zo,z1,. . . , Z T -~ be a binary sequence where zi (0 5 i 5 T -1) is selected according to a fair coin tossing experiment, and let z' be the semi-infinite sequence by periodically repeating the random bit string zT. Let 2 be the sample space consisting of all the possible semi-infinite periodically repeated random sequences Z. The elements in 2 are equiprobable. Since In this paper the base of the logarithms is e, i.e., log = log,, unless indicated otherwise.
T(l+')log2/loglogT and Var[A(Z)] < T(1+')h2/loglogT, provided T is large
Expressions for E[A(z)] and v~r[A(z")]
We identify the sequence f with its generating function f ( z ) , defined over the binary field GF(2), as
where z*(z) = CTzt zjzj, P( 2, z) and C(Z, z) are coprime to each other. It is also known that C(E,z) is the minimal polynomial [l, 2. d ( n ) < n(1+")10g2/10g10gn for all n > n,, where n, depends on E .
Bounds for E [ A ( t ) ] and v~[ A ( t ) ] by d ( n )
Theorem 2 Let T = 29'1, gcd(2,Tl) = 1. Then E[h(Z)] > T -d(T1) 2 T -d(T),
d ( n ) < (logn)('+,)log2 for almost all numbers n .
Remark 1 A property P of positive integers n is said to be true for almost all numbers if lim=+= N ( s ) / s = 1, where N ( z ) is the number of positive integers less than s which satisfy P. Remark 2 Lemma 3 provides three kinds of bounds for d ( n ) . The bounds given in item I and item 2 hold for large enough n . The bound given in item2, a kind of power of n with the exponent tending slowly to zero when n goes to infinity, is tighter than the bound given in item I , but the latter looks much simpler. The bound given in item 3 is the tightest one, but it holds only for almost all n .
From Theorem 2 and Lemma 3 we may obtain immediately three kinds of bounds for E[A(Z)]. 
E[A(Z)]
> T -T(1+c)10g2/10g10gT for all T > T,, where T, depends on c .
> T -(logT)('+')'"g2 for almost-all T . 
Probability Distribution of A(;)
Based on the knowlege on E[A(Z)] and Var[A(Z)], we prove that the linear complexity A(2) distributes very close to the length T with a probability almost equal to 1, provided T is large enough, as shown in the following theorem.
Theorem 5 If& > 6 > 0, then for large enough T we have
6 From GF(2) to GF(q)
With the same arguments the results above can be generalized to the semiinfinite periodically repeated random sequences over any given finite field Given T , let zT = zO,zl,. . . , z~-1 be a random sequence of length T over GF(q), and Z the semi-infinite sequence by periodically repeating zT. Let 2 be the sample space consisting of all the possible semi-infinite periodically repeated random sequences Z, then 1 2 1 = qT. We assume the elements in 2 are equiprobable, i.e., the probability of the occurrence of each .Z is equal to Hence all the other theorems over GF (2) above can be extended to over GF(q).
